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ABSTRACT: Recently, indirect activation of the shape memory effect has become an increasingly popular triggering modality for shape

memory polymer biomaterials. Amongst the known methods for remote activation, near-infrared radiation (NIR) remains relatively

unexplored, specifically for semicrystalline materials, which possess sharp thermal transitions. Herein, poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) net-

works were photo-polymerized from branched precursors doped with 150 nm surface modified gold nanoshells with a surface plas-

mon resonance of approximately 800 nm. The effect of nanoparticle loading on the thermal, mechanical, and shape memory

properties of the PCL matrix were examined. The PCL nanocomposites exhibited excellent shape fixation and nearly quantitative

shape memory recovery in response to low intensity NIR irradiation. Further, the heat dissipated by the irradiated nanocomposites to

the surrounding medium was found to reach a maximum at biologically relevant temperatures. As such, this nanocomposite system

represents a highly attractive candidate for many biomedical shape memory applications. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym.
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INTRODUCTION

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are a unique class of smart

materials that change shape in a predetermined way when

exposed to an external stimulus.1 Since Lendlein and Langer

first demonstrated their broad implications in biomaterials,

SMPs have gained widespread interest for their uses as mini-

mally invasive implants and self-deploying medical devices.2–8

Thermally activated SMPs are thermoplastic elastomers or ther-

mosets that are programmed by mechanically deforming the

primary (permanent) shape of a polymer at temperatures which

exceed its highest thermally reversible phase transition.9 This

transition temperature (Ttrans) is closely associated with the

polymer glass transition temperature (Tg) or melting tempera-

ture (Tm). Subsequently, the sample is cooled below Ttrans while

still under mechanical load. Retention of the secondary (tempo-

rary) shape is achieved through a sharp reduction in molecular

mobility via crystallization or vitrification of the polymer.

Primary shape recovery is then attained by heating the uncon-

strained network above Ttrans. The resulting increase in chain

mobility facilitates an entropically driven recovery of the

original network shape.10

Recently, several novel approaches have been developed to

enable the remote activation of the shape memory effect. These

systems have expanded the breath of SMP applications by

overcoming some of the limitations traditionally associated with

direct thermal activation.11 One such approach utilizes reversi-

ble photo-crosslinkable chemical moieties to facilitate the shape

memory effect.12–14 While, SMP systems based on photo-

responsive chemical species are highly novel, these methods

generally suffer from poor shape retention, slow shape recovery,

and difficult or potentially harmful in vivo actuation. Polymer

composites with magnetic fillers have also been investigated as a

potential means of indirect activation. This platform utilizes the

heat dissipated from the power loss of a magnetic filler to initi-

ate the shape memory effect. Typical magnetic fillers include

iron oxide particles, carbon nanotubes, and nickel-zinc ferrite

particles.15–19 Despite demonstrating significant improvements

over photo-activated systems in terms of shape memory

performance; magnetically driven SMP nanocomposites have

been criticized for the high frequencies needed to induce

complete shape recovery and are generally considered unsafe for

biomedical applications.20

A promising triggering mechanism for remotely activated

shape memory biomaterials is inductive localized heating using

near-infrared (NIR) (700–1000 nm) absorbing nanoparticles.

NIR absorbing fillers are highly attractive for safe and efficient

transdermal SMP activation, as NIR absorbing chromophores

are largely absent in most biological tissue.21–25 In practice,

NIR has been shown to have a tissue penetration depth up to
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10 cm deep and has been utilized with excellent precision.26 In

particular, gold nanoparticles are ideal for remote SMP activa-

tion due to their demonstrated biocompatibility, highly tuna-

ble and biologically benign optical properties, and unparalleled

light-to-heat conversion efficiency.27 Moreover, the absorption

cross-section at the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) wave-

length is several orders of magnitude larger than conventional

photo-absorbing dyes and are highly resistant to photo-bleach-

ing.28 As such, gold nanoparticles have been widely employed

in numerous biomedical applications including the selective

ablation of tumors, targeted drug delivery, and biological sens-

ing.29–32

Recently, gold nanoparticles have also been exploited for remote

SMP activation. Gold nanoparticles have been shown to be

effective in remotely eliciting the shape memory effect for sev-

eral SMP matrices including: poly(urethanes) and poly(b-amino

esters).33,34 These initial findings have demonstrated that gold

nanoparticles can be used successfully to remotely initiate the

shape memory effect in amorphous networks. However, there

are by comparison, even fewer studies that have reported the

use of gold nanoparticles in semicrystalline SMPs and to our

knowledge no reports of photothermally induced semicrystalline

shape memory materials in the NIR optical window.11 Melting-

temperature mediated SMPs intrinsically possess much more

rapid and uniform shape memory transitions than their amor-

phous counterparts, and may be more attractive for high per-

formance biological applications that require particularly fast

and homogeneous transformations.35–37

We were interested in expanding upon these initial findings by

establishing the potential of NIR absorbing gold nanoparticles

in biodegradable semicrystalline SMP materials. Few studies

have investigated the structure–property relationships between

NIR absorbing fillers and semicrystalline polymers. As such,

several key underlying factors need to be addressed including,

the effect of nanoparticle incorporation on the degree of crystal-

linity (vc), Tm, the thermomechanical properties, and their

broader implications for shape fixation (Rf), shape recovery

(Rr), and shape recovery speed. Herein, we describe the synthe-

sis of photo-crosslinkable poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) networks

doped with surface modified 150 nm gold nanoshells with a

SPR of approximately 800 nm. The effect of nanoparticle load-

ing on the vc of the PCL matrix was examined by differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC) while thermomechanical studies

were studied by tensile analysis at temperatures above and

below Ttrans. The PCL nanocomposites showed exceptional Rf

values and demonstrated sharp and nearly quantitative Rr values

at low incident laser power intensities. Additionally, the heat

dissipated from the PCL nanocomposites was shown to reach a

maximum at biologically relevant temperatures. Examples of

bulk shape memory transformations are provided in addition to

the first example of NIR responsive shape memory polymer

microarrays.

EXPERIMENTAL

Polymer Synthesis and Network Fabrication

The synthesis of star-shaped PCL prepolymers was previ-

ously described in the literature.35 Briefly, prepolymers

were synthesized by bulk ROP of e-caprolactone using

tin octanoate and glycerol (<Mn> 5 14,500 g mol21).

The hydroxy-terminated oligo-PCL was refluxed with

2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate and tin octanoate in anhy-

drous methylene chloride. PCL networks were prepared by

adding a small aliquot of gold nanoshells dispersed in chlo-

roform into the PCL trimethacrylate melt containing DEAP.

The resulting mixture was cast into a Teflon mold and irra-

diated with 30 mW cm22 UV light (365 nm) under N2

atmosphere for 10 min. Gold nanoshells were purchased

from Nanobio Spectra and were imaged using a FEI Helios

600 nanolab dual beam system. Absorbance spectra were

obtained on a UV–vis spectrometer in the spectral range of

250–1000 nm.

Thermal and Thermomechanical Characterization

Thermal characterization was performed on a TA instrument

Q200 DSC, under nitrogen atmosphere from 220�C to 80�C
with heating and cooling rates of 5�C min21 and 10�C min21,

respectively. Mechanical properties were analyzed on an Instron

tensile analyzer using a constant strain rate of 10 mm min21

at 22 and 50�C. The Young’s modulus (E) was calculated

using the initial linear portion of the stress/strain curve (0–5%

strain).

Figure 1. A: Absorbance spectrum of 150 nm gold nanoshells from 200 to

900 nm. B: SEM image taken at 30,0003 magnification (Inset 240,0003),

scale bar is 2 lm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which

is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Shape Memory Performance

Shape memory performance was analyzed by thermomechanical

tensile analysis using an Instron analyzer. The equations for

shape fixation (Rf) and shape recovery ratios (Rr) are as follows:

Rf 5
eu

em

3100 (1)

Rr5
eu2ep

em2ep

3100 (2)

Rf is defined as the fixed strain after unloading (eu) to the total

strain induced during deformation (em). Rr is defined as the

ratio of the difference between the strain after unloading (eu)

and the permanent strain after recovery (ep) to the difference

between the total strain induced during deformation (em) and

the permanent strain after recovery (ep).30 PCL molds (1 mm 3

37 mm 3 3 mm) were heated above the Tm and extended to a

strain of approximately 100%. The sample was then allowed to

cool under load to room temperature. Subsequently, the load

was removed and the fixed strain was recorded to determine the

Rf. To measure Rr, a Coherent Chameleon Ti:sapphire laser was

used to irradiate samples at 800 nm using varying power inten-

sities at a constant beam diameter of 2 mm for a total irradia-

tion time of 35 s.

Heat Dissipation Characterization

The temperature change during irradiation was determined as a

function of sample mass to water volume. Polymer samples

(30–35.2 mg) were placed in direct contact with a thermocouple

probe (Physitemp Thermalert TH-5) and submerged in 2.0 mL

of water, then irradiated for 120 s with temperature sampling

every 10 s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of Poly(e-caprolactone) Nanocomposites

The synthesis of three-arm PCL methacrylate end-functionalized

precursors and their corresponding SMP thermosets has previ-

ously been described in the literature, where they were shown

to possess low cytotoxicity and excellent shape memory proper-

ties at physiological temperature.35 In this study, 150 nm gold

nanoshells with a SPR of 800 nm were incorporated into the

PCL polymer matrix to facilitate NIR activation of the shape

memory effect (Figure 1).

The nanoshells were surface modified to mitigate particle aggre-

gation and improve compatibility with the polymer matrix.38,39

The gold nanoshells were surface functionalizing with a mono-

layer of 1-undecanol by immersing the nanoparticles in a 2 mM

ethanol solution of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol for 12 h (Figure 2).

Following surface functionalization, the hydroxy-alkane thiol

modified nanoparticles freely re-dispersed in chloroform after

moderate sonication. A 100 lL aliquot of nanoshells dispersed in

chloroform was added to the PCL precursor melt containing the

photo-initiator DEAP. The mixture was cast into a Teflon mold

and irradiated at 365 nm for 10 min under N2 atmosphere.

Thermal Characterization

To determine the effect of gold nanoshell loading on the Tm,

PCL networks were loaded with gold nanoshells at varying

Figure 2. Synthesis of gold nanoshell/PCL nanocomposites. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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weight fractions (0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 wt %) and analyzed by DSC

in the temperature range of 260 to 80�C (Figure 3). Incorpora-

tion of nanoshells into the PCL matrix suppressed the forma-

tion of crystalline domains and resulted in a modest reduction

in the Tm and vc with incremental nanoshell loading. The effect

of nanoshell loading on Tm and vc is summarized in Table I.

All of the networks demonstrated sharp thermal transitions at

biologically relevant temperatures. To achieve a near body

temperature Ttrans, a prepolymer chain length (<Mn> 5

14,500 g mol21) corresponding to a Tm of 45�C was chosen

to compensate for the loss in crystallinity and the associated

reduction in Tm incurred by nanoparticle incorporation. The

highest nanoshell loading (1.0 wt %) resulted in a Tm of

42�C, which is consistent with clinical hyperthermic treat-

ments. In all cases, the films exhibited sharp thermal transi-

tions in the range of approximately 8�C, which were

measured from the onset of melting to the peak of the melt-

ing exotherm. Buckley and coworkers demonstrated that the

width of the phase transition is tightly correlated with shape

memory recovery speed.40,41 By comparison, glassy polymers

generally possess thermal transitions many times broader than

semicrystalline materials and therefore may be unsuitable for

applications which require highly precise shape memory

transformations.

Thermomechanical Characterization

Having shown the effect of nanoparticle weight fraction on Tm,

the mechanical properties of dogbone films were then studied

at 22 and 50�C by tensile analysis at a constant strain rate of

10 mm min21. The mechanical properties of neat PCL and

nanocomposite films at 25 and 50�C are summarized in Table I.

At 25�C, Young’s modulus (E) decreased steadily with increasing

nanoshell loading. Conversely, elongation at break (eR) increased

with the addition of 0.1 wt % nanoshells and did not demon-

strate any continued effect for larger nanoshell weight fractions.

This loss in modulus and concurrent increase in extensibility is

clearly due to the inhibitory effect of the gold nanoparticles on

the formation of PCL crystallites which impart strength to the

network. This phenomenon is supported by the reduction in Tm

and vc of nanoshell loaded composite materials in comparison

to pure PCL.

At 50�C, all of the films are well above Tm and have been ren-

dered completely amorphous. PCL films loaded with 0.1 and

0.5 wt % gold nanoshells exhibited a reduction in E and an

increase in eR when compared to neat PCL samples. At 1 wt %

nanoshell content, the mechanical properties reached a plateau

and did not change with additional nanoshell incorporation.

These findings are noteworthy, as the addition of rigid nano-

particles into SMP matrices is commonly used to improve

recovery stress by increasing the rubbery modulus.42,43 Yet in

this system, we observe a marked decrease in E and increase in

eR with increasing nanoparticle content. These results are simi-

lar to previous reports in the literature for surface modified

nanoparticle/polymer nanocomposites at low weight fractions

and can be attributed to two possible mechanisms.44–46 The

first is associated with the free volume created between net-

work chains by nanoparticle surface ligands, resulting in a

decrease in Tg. The second is related to the conformation of

polymer chains neighboring surface modified nanoparticles,

which have weak or neutral enthalpic interactions with the

matrix. In addition to improved polymer-nanoparticle com-

patibility, surface functionalization can also reduce chain

entanglement and minimize enthalpic interactions with the

matrix, leaving entropic effects as the significant factor. Poly-

mer chains near the surface of nanoparticles experience a

decrease in conformational entropy, and consequently, a deple-

tion zone develops around the nanoparticle due to an entropi-

cally driven repulsion of chains from the nanoparticle surface.

The low chain density around the particle results in an

increase in chain mobility and an associated reduction in Tg.

It is possible that these effects are responsible for the losses in

mechanical strength observed at temperatures above Tm when

low weight fractions of surface modified gold nanoshells were

incorporated into the PCL matrix.

Figure 3. Effect of nanoshell loading on the Tm of the gold nanoshell/PCL

nanocomposites.

Table I. Thermal and Thermomechanical Characterization

25�C 50�C

Wt %
AuNS

Tm

(�C)a
vc

(%)a
E
(MPa)c

eR

(%)c
E
(MPa)c

eR

(%)c

0.0 45 26 164 42 40 120

0.1 46 25 155 97 18 170

0.5 44 24 126 102 12 190

1.0 42 22 111 99 11 189

a Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
b vc: degree of crystallinity. Ratio of the heat of fusion (DHm) to a perfect
PCL crystallite (135 J g21).
c Tensile analysis.
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Near-Infrared Radiation Initiated Shape Memory

Performance

Shape memory performance was evaluated by determining Rf and

Rr (Table II). PCL films (10 mm 3 3 mm 3 1 mm) were heated

to well above the Tm and stretched to a maximum strain of

approximately 100%. Subsequently, the samples were cooled to

278�C while still under mechanical load to induce crystallization.

At 100% extension, pure PCL samples exhibited Rf values typically

greater than 99%. In all cases, the addition of gold nanoshells

resulted in a slight reduction in Rf (> 95%) due to an associated

loss in crystallinity. The films were then irradiated with 800 nm

NIR at varying power densities between 0.2 and 0.8 W cm22 at a

constant beam diameter of 15.69 mm for a total of 35 s irradiation

time (Figure 4). The beam was sufficiently expanded to fully irra-

diate the film with uniform light intensity. Neat PCL films showed

negligible recovery over the full range of beam intensities with

only 1.4% recovery at the highest beam intensity. These results are

consistent with the absorption spectrum of pure PCL. Shape

recovery values for 0.1 wt % loaded nanocomposites were only

marginally better at 5% recovery at the highest power density and

consequently were not tested at lower spectral intensities. Films

with 0.5 wt % nanoshell content showed similar recovery

performance when irradiated at 0.2 W cm22. However, when the

films were subjected to increasing power densities, a sharp

nonlinear rise in Rr was observed with a final Rr value of 92.7%

(0.8 W cm22). Similarly, films with 1.0 wt % nanoshell content

only demonstrated an Rr value of 4.9% at 0.2 W cm22, which

quickly rose with increasing laser power to a final Rr value of

97.9% (0.8 W cm22). Thus, we have shown that 0.5 and 1.0 wt %

gold nanoshell/PCL composites possess excellent secondary shape

retention and nearly quantitative shape recovery in response to

low incident laser intensities. Moreover, shape recovery was very

rapid and was achieved well within the total irradiation time.

To demonstrate the bulk shape memory capabilities of the PCL

nanocomposites, 1.0 wt % dogbone films were packaged into a

rolled secondary shape and subsequently irradiated with NIR

(800 nm, 0.8 W cm22) for 35 s to induce recovery (Figure 5).

Upon NIR irradiation, the bulk films quickly unfurled and

completely recovered their original unpackaged shape. Shape

memory microarrays were also fabricated from 1.0 wt % films

using a double replica imprint lithography technique previously

described in the literature.35 Films with a planar surface mor-

phology were programmed into a temporary 3 lm 3 5 lm

channel microarray using poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) rep-

lica molds of a silicon master. These microarrays were also irra-

diated (800 nm, 0.8 W cm22) for a total of 35 s, and exhibited

a complete return to their original planar surface topography.

These findings demonstrate that gold nanoshell/PCL composites

exhibit sharp shape memory transformations in response to

very low NIR incident power densities. Larger nanoparticle

weight fractions modestly diminished Rf values and significantly

increased Rr values, particularly at higher power densities.

Moreover, the reduction in rubbery modulus observed in tensile

analysis did not have an effect on recovery speed, as films with

higher particle content generally recovered faster. This also rep-

resents the first example of a NIR activated SMP microarray

and may be an effective and convenient platform for the

dynamic investigation of cell–topography interactions and

mechanotransductive events.35,36,47–50

Heat Dissipation Characterization

Heat dissipation is a key design parameter in remote shape mem-

ory biomaterials. Localized heating must be limited to the polymer

matrix or remain below temperatures which cause cell damage

while also supplying sufficient thermal energy to facilitate a com-

plete shape transition. Having shown that gold nanoshell/PCL

composites yield exceptional shape memory properties in response

to low power densities, we next sought to demonstrate that the

heat dissipated to the surrounding environment was biologically

benign (Table II). To characterize the heat dissipation of the nano-

composites to the immediate environment, local temperature

changes were recorded using a thermocouple placed in direct con-

tact with the PCL nanocomposite films immersed in 2 mL of DI

water. Films were irradiated with 800 nm light (0.8 W cm22) for a

total of 180 s with temperature readings taken at 10 s intervals

(Figure 6). All of the substrates showed a sharp increase in tem-

perature during the first 40 s of irradiation before reaching a pla-

teau. Pure PCL controls exhibited a 6.9�C increase in temperature

resulting in a final temperature of 28.6�C. Substrates with 0.5 and

Figure 4. Rr measurements as a function of increasing incident NIR

power density for 0 wt % ( ), 0.5 wt % ( ), and 1 wt % ( ) gold

nanoshell/PCL nanocomposites. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table II. Shape Fixation (Rf), Shape Recovery (Rr), and Heat Dissipation

Characterization

Wt %
AuNS

Rf

(%)
Rr1

(%)a
Rr2

(%)b
Rr3

(%)c
DT
(�C)d

DTf

(�C)e

0.0 >99 1.4 1.3 1.4 6.9 28.6

0.5 97 2.0 37.4 92.7 12.9 34.6

1.0 97 4.0 48.4 97.9 16.9 38.5

a Rr1: 0.2 W cm22.
b Rr2: 0.6 W cm22.
c Rr3: 0.8 W cm22.
d DT: temperature differential.
e DTf: final temperature. Thermal characterization was performed at 800
nm (0.8 W cm22) for 35 s.
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1.0% nanoshell contents exhibited 12.9 and 16.9�C increases in

local temperature and final temperatures of 34.6 and 38.5�C,

respectively. There is clearly a large temperature differential

between the pure and nanoparticle loaded PCL samples pointing

to the high light to heat conversion efficiency of the nanoshells. It

is important to point out that the overall solution temperature

remained below the Tm of the nanocomposites despite sufficient

heat and irradiation time to induce a shape change. As a result of

the low thermal conductivity of the PCL matrix, there is minimal

heat dissipation to the surrounding medium. The temperature

plateau represents an equilibrium reached between the internal

film temperature and the heat dissipation to the surroundings.

These results show that the heat dissipation of the gold nanoshells

is capable of producing rapid and complete shape memory trans-

formations yet remains below temperature, which may be poten-

tially damaging to human tissue.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the fabrication and characterization of NIR acti-

vated gold nanoshell/PCL nanocomposites has been described.

Incorporation of gold nanoshells into the PCL matrix margin-

ally reduced the vc of the films and resulted in a decrease in Tm

to within several degrees of body temperature. A loss in

mechanical strength was observed in both the semicrystalline

and rubbery regimes with increasing nanoparticle weight frac-

tion. The gold/PCL nanocomposites demonstrated excellent Rf

values which decreased only marginally with increasing nano-

shell loading. Rapid and nearly quantitative Rr values were

observed at both the macro-and microscale in response to low

incident laser power densities at nanoshell concentrations of 0.5

and 1.0 wt %. Heat dissipation of the nanocomposite films was

shown to rise quickly with NIR irradiation and taper off to a

maximum near physiological temperature. We believe this new

remote NIR activated SMP platform based on semicrystalline

PCL materials and gold nanoshells may be a promising candi-

date for many biomedical applications, which require high per-

formance shape memory properties.
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Figure 5. Images of a 1 wt % gold nanoshell/PCL nanocomposite in a (A) primary planar dogbone mold shape and (D) a permanent flat topography,

(B) a secondary rolled up shape and (E) a secondary 3 lm 3 5 lm channel topography, and (C) the recovered planar dogbone and (F) the recovered

planar topography after irradiation with 800 nm (0.8 W cm22) for 35 s. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. Heat dissipation as a function of time for gold nanoshell/PCL

nanocomposites irradiated with 800 nm light (0.8 W cm22) at 0 wt %

( ), 0.5 wt % ( ), and 1 wt % ( ) nanoshell loading. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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